M style carport instruction
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Tool requirement
Electric hand drill, impact drill, 14 chopping bit 2 pieces, 35mm diameter hole maker (for
making holes on the gutter), 14-17 wrench two pieces, 17-19 wrench two pieces, 10cm long
cross head driver , scaffolding 1 set, ladder 1 set, silicone gel, PVC glue ( for jointing drain
pipe system), 8’ or 10’ aluminum cutting machine, hand mill, hammer, measuring instrument.

Installation step
Drills the holes with 1000 mm*1000mm*750mm. Puts the 250mm concrete on the
bottom of the holes. Before installing the posts, measures all the concrete holes whether
on the same level. After the concrete dry (about 2 days) and then make the next step.
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ground

Dig the holes

250mm concrete

post installation
put the base into the post

M10*screw

post

M10*250 screw

M10*screw
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base

Beam installation
put the angles into the beams, don’t lock the screw
angle

Beam

Put the angle to the into the post, don’t lock the screw

主梁
angle

Beam
post

post

Joint the post, angle and beam together

M10x40 screw

angle

M10 screw cap
M10
screw
gasket

Beam
post
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Put the assembled parts ( bases, posts, angle, beam ) on the right place and then adjust and
ensure all are equal altitude, vertical and on the same level. Put the concrete to fill the holes
after fixing the posts. After the concrete dry (about 2 days) and then make the next step.
Put the assembled parts on the
right place.
post
beam

250mm concrete
Makes 14mm diameter holes on the
250m concrete layer
by impact drill and then lock the
M12*120 screw

Put concrete to fill the holes

Roofing installation ( removes the protective film of the gutter, side tube, front tube,
horizontal tube, upper strip and down strip)
Gutter installation
First step: assemble and fix the angle panel and flat panel
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gutter
水槽
滑块
Flat panel

C shape pipe
M8*12 screw
Angle panel

Put the assembled flat panel
and angle panel into the C
shape pipe

Second step: fix the gutter and post.

gutter

M8x12 screw
M8x16 screw

Angle
panel

Angle

Beam
post
The angle of the angle panel may does not match
the structure. If so, please use the hammer to
make it match.

Please ensure the both end of the gutter to
the posts should be the same distance

The gutter should over the post
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Connecting of the side tube and gutter

Side tube
边框

水槽
gutter

水槽
gutter

Side tube

边框

4.2mm*
19mm
screw

gutter
Horizontal tube and down strip
introduction

horizontal tube and down strip installation
confirms the distance of the horizontal
tubes by the already holes on the pipes.

Back side looking

Down
strip
Front side looking

∅3 holes

Back side looking

Rubber strip
Front looking side

Section looking of the down strip
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Section looking
of the horizontal
tube

Put the down strips on the
holes

Horizontal
tube

Down strip

takes two pieces down strips to
put on the right side and left
side on the roof structure an
then confirm the distance
下压条
of
the
horizontal
tube
Down
according to the
strip
holes on the down strip.

The holes on the
down strip should
align at the V line
on the horizontal
tube and the joint
by the 4.2*19mm
screws

下压

Horizontal tube

条
Horizontal
tube
Assemble the rest down strip after arrange the horizontal tube
Side tube
Horizontal
tube

gutter
See detail
on picture 4

gutter

See detail on
picture
1
详见图二
See detail
on
picture 2

Side tube
See detail on picture3
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Horizontal tube
4.2mmX19mm screw

下压条

gutter
水槽

4.2mmX19mm screw

Picture 1

Picture 2

4.2mmX19mm screw
Beam
Horizontal
tube

Side tube
Horizontal tube

Picture 4

Picture 3

4.2mmX19mm screw

Sheet holder installation
Put the sheet holder on gutter

4.2mm*19mm screw

Sheet holder
gutter
Sheet holder

Down strip

gutter

Down strip

Picture 1

Picture 2

Roofing sheet installation
Refer the picture of the arrangement regular of the sheet
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Sound reduction pad installation
Attached the sound reduction pad on the horizontal tube before installing the pc sheet
Attach the pad on the horizontal tube
Sound reduction pad

Attach the pad between two pcs down strip
Horizontal tube
Down strip

sheet cover
Attach the pad between two pcs down strip

Side tube

PC sheet
PC sheet
PC 板材
Put the sheet into
sheet holder

Down strip
下压条
1. Remove the protective film of the sheet, and put it into
the structure.

gutter

M5X12 screw
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U 形槽

When lock the upper strip and down strip, Covers
please the
lock
thestrip
M5*12
on the ready U
upper
to fixscrews
the pc sheet
shape holes.

Finish looking

Drain pipe system installation
Drain pipe rubber
pad
T shape jointing
Y shape joint

5.0*13 screw. It
should
make
the silicone gel
on the inside of
the gutter

Use the 35mm diameter holes marking
machine to make the hole on the gutter
bottom ( v mark). Or the holes can
make on other place base on the
installation place.

PC sheet
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Drain
corner

pipe

Drain
pipe
6.管卡
7.管卡座
holder
Drain pipe base

At last, put the silicone gel one the gutter cap, front tube cap for waterproof.

4.2mm*16mm screw

Gutter cap ( make the silicone gel
for waterproof

Make the silicone gel on the cap
before installing.
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